
MAY 2019 AWARDS MONTHLY 

1. Life Saving Award: Officer Benjamin J. Schaefer #2597 

    Officer Jared M. Thomas #2435 

 

 The abovementioned officers were nominated for their efforts in response to an injury accident 

on 04/08/19. Officers Schaefer and Thomas responded to assist Sheriff’s Deputies who were in pursuit 

of a motorcycle driving approximately 120 miles per hour, going northbound on I-135 towards Park 

City. Both officers had just finished up a car stop at 21st St. and I-135 and overheard on the radio from 

a Sheriff’s Deputy that the motorcyclist had wrecked. Officers Schaefer and Thomas drove to the 

accident scene to assist. 

 Upon arrival, they observed the victim laying on his back in the roadway. Officer Thomas 

noticed that the suspect had numerous extensive injuries, so he immediately grabbed his medical bag 

that he keeps in his patrol car with him. While Officer Thomas was grabbing a tourniquet for the 

victim’s leg, which was nearly completely severed at the knee, Officer Schaefer was speaking with the 

victim to keep them calm while also cutting his pants to expose the wounds to the victim’s leg. Officers 

Schaefer and Thomas quickly began using gauze and quick clot to treat the other wounds while waiting 

for EMS to arrive. While speaking with the victim, they were able to get his identifying information 

and the reasons why he ran from the police.  

 When EMS arrived, Officer Schaefer briefed the medics on the injuries the victim sustained, as 

well as assisted them in getting the victim on to a spine board so they could be loaded on to the 

ambulance. Due to the extreme trauma of the victim’s injuries, extra care was needed when loading 

them on to the spine board to prevent internal organs from falling out. The victim was then rushed to 

the hospital.  

 On 04/24/19, Officer Schaefer and Officer Thomas’ supervisor, Sergeant Bachman contacted 

the trauma surgeon who was on duty the night of the accident. Sergeant Bachman asked as to the 

condition of the victim. The doctor advised that the victim’s injuries were extreme. The victim’s right 

leg had to be amputated at the knee and that the victim would have to undergo several skin grafts. As of 

05/08/19, the victim is still alive and recovering in a Wichita hospital.  

 The actions and quick thinking of Officer Schaefer and Officer Thomas are contributing factors 

to the victim being alive today. Both officers did not hesitate to step into action to prevent the victim 

from succumbing to their injuries. They also made sure to keep the victim calm and alert by speaking 

with them to gain necessary information for EMS medics. These officers were both awarded Life 

Saving awards for their actions on this event.  


